
INT EROFFICE MEM ORANDUM

TO: LEE SAMUEL FINN

FROM: LEE SAMUEL FINN

SUBJECT: BURST

DATE: 9/11/02

IN ATTENDANCE

• CSUDH: Ganezer

• PSU: Finn, Stuver, Summerscales

• AEI/Golm: Mukherjee

• Syracuse: Saulson

• MIT: Katsavounidis, Cadonati, Shoemaker

• CIT: Drever, Weinstein

• GEO: Hewitson, Lueck, Strain, Itoh, Babak

• Glasgow: Robertson, Hough, Weiland, Cantley

• LHO: Raab, Schofield, Rahkola, Savage

• UWM: Brady

MINUTES

1. S1 Status Reports

a. GEO (Strain reports): 99.9% duty cycle over run – all science data!
Continuous calibration. Lock stretch ranges up to 121h! Will likely
advise against 1m after lock, before end of lock: this won’t affect duty
cycle significantly. Possible corruption of some diagnostic channels
(no more than 12h data) during run; could affect use of that data for
burst searches (lack of veto). Sensitivity posted on geo lab book.

 i .  Question: is this the final GEO configuration? Answer: No,
must make modest adjustment in actuator authority to make
target sensitivity. This will lead to a slight reduction in duty
cycle, which is difficult to project.
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b. LHO (Raab): H1 is 58% science data, H2 is 73% science. Not quite
100h of triple coincidence: short by about 4-5 h. Weren’t able to
complete an H1 calibration last night. Beginning tomorrow will tear
apart H2 for electronics and H1 for new software.

c. LLO: No one present to report.

d. TAMA: No one present to report.

2. First looks at data

a. ETs:

 i. GEO:

 ii. LHO (Weinstein): running three ETGs since Aug 27. Problems
with earlier runs owing to bad LHO node, too high trigger
rate. Node fixed, trigger rate reduced, but not writing to
database. Failure rate low (<1%) except that trigger rates are
red-lining (hitting an accumulation threshold) for power, and
slope is extremely sensitive to detector noise. Cadonati
keeping graphic summary in burst on-line status page.
Thresholds changed several times. We don’t understand how
to set thresholds yet, either in terms of a prescriptive process
for choosing or, in some cases, in terms of arguments to ETGs.

1. Do we have an emerging understanding of the time
variability of the burst rates? No. Thoughts include
things not apparent in an rms or psd, imperfect
knowledge of slope band, mean detrending.

 iii. LLO: No one to report

b. DTs:

 i. GEO: Haven’t yet done a quick look. Monitors running and
logging to databases. Looked at short stretches of data where
noise bad and seen trends that are investigating, but not a look
on scale necessary to be meaningful.

 ii. LHO: waveMon suggests POB_I (controls Michelson), POB_Q
(controls recycling cavity) channels are of interest; however,
no smoking gun. May be due to servo being near unity gain
point. Concerted effort with TID or Rayleigh Monitor may
help somewhat.

1. Environmental monitors? No good feeling yet. Likely
that Schofield will determine this quickly. Plot of
windspeed vs. BLRMS of AS_Q might provide a
suggestion of how to cut data based on environmental
effects.
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2. Rahkola has compiled list of notes from eLog (S1 Data
Characterization Studies) of all channels that have been
discussed in eLog. Should be looked at.

3. MICH_CTRL: POB_I will lead to things here.

4. REFL_I: also worth looking at for veto.

 iii. LLO: No one present.

c. Triggered search:

 i. Finn, Rahkola talk off-line about using Kalman filter routines
to remove lines.

3. “Bulleted lists”

a. Goal: capturing E7/S1 analysis procedures.

b. Comments, corrections, additions needed.

 i. We are moving forwarded: Once we have actually carried out
a task described on the list we can’t go back and change it,
while still meeting our Nov 1 deadline for results.

 ii. These lists will be kept up to date with what we do and form
the basis for that part of our report that describes what we did
to reach the results reported in S1 analysis.

4. Goals for S1 Analysis Nov 1 deadline: these are due within a week. What
should we commit to?

a. Data we analyze?

 i. Both double, triple coincidence with LIGO instruments

 ii. (How) do we incorporate GEO data?

1. Events only

a. GEO generates its own ETs, DTs. Problem: The
ETs won’t be the same as for LIGO data.

2. GEO generates DTs, LDAS generates ETs

a. Problem: LIGO DT procedure involves
feedback from ETGs. If GEO generates DTs in
absence of this knowledge then it is a different
analysis for that instrument.

3. LDAS, DMT do entire analysis
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a. Need GEO intelligence tightly coupled: perhaps
more tightly coupled then is possible given
FTE, time-zone constraints.

4. What is meaning of coincidence and how do we do it?

a. Different sensitivity owing to different
instrument sensitivity (problem for LIGO, more
for GEO and LIGO)

b. Different sensitivity owing to antenna patterns
not co-oriented.

b. Interpretations?

 i.  Raw: Basic. Input to other analyses.

 ii. Isotropic fixed strength: Must do this at some level if we are to
say we have done a gw search.

 iii. Astrophysics: we’ve not done this yet and it is more involved
in terms of interpretation. Don’t promise for Nov 1.

c. Event trigger generation

 i. Do we do several different ETGs, or gang them into one?

1. E.g., move to model where if we see event in one ETG,
but not others, we can explain why.

 ii. What ETGs will be ready?

1. TFCluster

2. Slope

3. Power: there are technical problems that are still being
discovered. May not be ready yet.

5. Burst Analysis Meeting

a. 20 – 22 Sept @ MIT

b. Goal: determine DT channels, thresholds; run playground through
DTGs for vetos.

c. Attendees: Cadonati, Katsavounidis, Ballmer, Shoemaker, Saulson,
Finn, Sutton

 i. Weinstein by phone
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 ii. Sigg? Zweizig? Klimenko?


